Woden Valley Community Council Inc.
Record of Meeting, Southern Cross Club, Woden,
Wednesday 7 September 2016
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The President Martin Miller welcomed attendees. There were apologies from Mike Reddy,
Greg Routledge and Jenny Stewart.
Minutes of the meeting for 3 August 2016 were approved.
Duncan Edghill, Deputy Director-General and Kevin Brady, Design and Construction
Director for Canberra Metro, provided a detailed overview of Stage 1 of the Light Rail
project. The route will involve 12 Km of track from Gungahlin to Civic. The estimated 24
minute journey time will include 13 stops at a service interval of six minutes on-peak and 1015 minutes off-peak. There will be two dedicated wheelchair spaces and room for bicycles on
board each vehicle for which capacity will total a little over 200 places, seated and standing.
Details of the enabling works, the permanent works and the operational testing for this
public/private project partnership were sketched in. Gas mains and electrical utilities will
have to be moved on parts of the route, for which some 200 people will work on the design
and planning. Hours of project work will be 7am to 5pm (and sometimes 6pm) Monday to
Friday with the possibility of some Saturday work as well. It was stressed that about 75% of
current staff are local residents. Maintenance and cleaning operations for the vehicles were
described. Project interaction with local business suppliers and local employment
opportunities, including apprenticeship training, were discussed.
Questions included: Bicycles? (Yes; four per tram, but not on racks); Timetable provided?
(No; not needed with six minutes maximum wait on-peak); Compatible with buses? (Yes;
Light Rail will have priority on traffic signals, with no discernible interruption to traffic);
Map showing Park and Ride locations? (Yes; but not one on hand); Stop locations? (On
median strip); Boom gates on cross roads to Northbourne Avenue? (No; lights will be
sufficient); Modelling carried out on traffic and pedestrian movements? (Yes; three minutes
tram turnaround and 22 seconds to empty a tram); Breakdowns on the track? (Trams can be
combined and broken tram can be removed from the network if necessary); Single tracks?
(No; twin tracks); Future extensions? (City to Woden and City to Belconnen are options with
alignments yet to be decided); Use of London Circuit in Stage 2? (Again, alignment is
undecided); Commitment to Stage 2 without funding known? (A political consideration as are
debt/equity and taxpayer contribution issues); Woden alignment to include suburbs such as
Farrer? (Possible); Caretaker period to start? (Friday, 9 September); Potential costing for each
route? (Continuing estimates, including costs of crossing the lake); Estimate time for full
completion of entire Light Rail Network? (Not known, depends on Government).
Eric Glass provided a summary of the ACAT decision on the objections by Farrer residents
to the proposed Goodwin Homes aged care development in Farrer. Site suitability and the
impact on visual amenity were two main concerns. The Tribunal decision will require
modification to some building heights and other detail; this was described on the plans
displayed. Goodwin Homes have appealed the decision. Questions concerning shading were
discussed as were the rules and criteria by which projects like the Goodwin Homes are
assessed in the context of the Territory Plan.
In other business: Caroline Le Couteur and Brendan Long were introduced as two of the
various candidates in the coming ACT Elections.
Council noted five prime issues for ongoing monitoring and consideration:
1 Funding for the new Woden Community Arts Centre; 2 Upgrade to the Woden Bus
Interchange; 3 Release and funding of sites for community uses, such as the indoor sports
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venue and an aquatic facility; 4 Yarralumla Creek revitalisation and the wetlands
naturalisation and 5 Street lighting renewal.
General discussion followed concerning jobs and the need to attract young people to the
Woden area; the loss of open spaces; the need for more entertainment facilities.
The Treasurer asked for approval to bring the WVC Council’s financial year into line with the
Government’s July/August configuration. This was approved by the President, Martin Miller.
In a follow-up of issues raised with Minister Meegan Fitzharris at a previous Council
meeting, responses were tabled to questions taken on notice by the Minister. The questions
and her answers, covering three A4 pages, have been scanned into these minutes, and appear
as an appendix to them.
The meeting concluded at 9:24pm. Next meeting of the WVCC will be on Wednesday 5
October 2016 in the Southern Cross Club.
Timoshenko Aslanides
Minutes Secretary
17 September 2016
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